
 

Any time “Jersey” crops up in our location-tracing, we can say with certainty that the visitor is trovicor, 
island king of lawful intercept and intelligence solutions that span that span the full gamut of 
requirements. trovicor’s footprint is a mile wide in the ISS marketplace, testimony to the company’s 
prominence as one the oldest, best-established and most reliable providers of lawful intercept solutions 
– and then some. The company’s goal is to put agents “in the driver’s seat” to quickly identify targets 
and threats and their real-time locale to facilitate real-time intervention and preemption. 

What we like most about trovicor is that they know what works and use it. If you’re enamored of 
solutions with more “sex appeal” – as in cognitive computing or machine learning – you’re in the wrong 
place. To be sure, these aspects of AI have strong appeal and are gaining ground through new R & D. But 
trovicor doesn’t believe in treating clients like guinea pigs. For the most part they stick to basics and 
advance or enhance tools that have already proved their worth in helping law enforcement and 
government agencies nail down criminals and terrorists. Where trovicor has made new inroads: folding 
in third-party tools that track targets’ social media (OSINT) and also provide the power to penetrate 
hidden communications via offensive cyber. 



trovicor’s modules are integrated so that the workings of the underlying technology are seamless. As a 
threat emerges, the solutions dive in, specifying the type of risk, identifying the principal target, revealing 
his affiliates involved in the action, providing full background on each, geo-locating them in real time — 
and enabling the law man or government agent to track them in real time and “dial up” a team to quickly 
intervene. 

Data is intercepted and fed into the system from each module — Deep Packet Inspection, geo-location, 
wireless voice and data monitoring, passive voice interception of fixed and mobile communications, 
social media monitoring, undetectable cyber sleuthing, culminating interception management and the 
company’s legendary Monitoring Center for lawful intercept. The coup de grace is the trovicor 
Intelligence Platform, a real time predictive analytics solution that integrates and scores the diverse data 
sets from each source, and presents the findings in a heartbeat through brilliant visualisation. 

All that that the law man or agent sees is the end result, not the inner workings: close-ups of the targets 
mapped to their exact location and current movement, providing ample time to respond. 

A Look Inside trovicor’s Suite 

While trovicor’s product suite may look diffuse at first glance, each module has a role that makes an 
important contribution to the “big picture” law enforcement needs to see to make the best-informed 
decisions — and avoid false positives. Data from one source is integrated with the whole to reveal new 
information that might not have been previously recognised. Visualisation moves the data from raw facts 
to their meaning. 

Pre-visualisation there is no “bottom to top” or simple starting point per se. All modules work in tandem 
to build, complement and enhance intelligence gathering. For simplicity’s sake we’ll present the modules 
in a semblance of order, though in real life a client might choose amongst the modules without 
purchasing the entire package. The suite in full: 

 IQ Engine for Deep Packet Inspection (DPI). The trovicor IQ Engine, loosely patterned after the 
world-leading Qosmos ixEngine, collects and makes exact mirror copies of targeted — or all — 
data transiting an IP network. trovicor’s full DPI product suite offers models that can scale up or 
down to any law enforcement agency’s specific requirements. The company’s top-of-the-line DPI 
product, the IQ100 Engine, works in real time, able to decipher encrypted data and provide both 
content and metadata — in the clear — and can man-handle over 1,000 applications with ease. E-
mail and SMS are a specialty. By fully examining the metadata in messages, trovicor’s IQ Engine 
quickly discerns the addresses of each party, determines their personal identities and MSISDN 
numbers, then can jump to content and attachments, to see “what’s up” with a terrorist’s plans in 
the moment. Detailed findings are then routed to the trovicor Monitoring Center and Intelligence 
Platform (Read on). 



 Geo-Location. trovicor relies on the power of not one, but multiple approaches to targets: for 
basic location, network-based data from real-time metadata from call detail records plus SS7 
tracking for target distance from the nearest mobile base station; for positioning, radio 
measurement analysis coupled with the use of passive tactical direction finders. Together, these 
techniques let the agent see targets as they move. The user can choose solutions that track target 
movement both in-country and internationally. Key augmentations let the user jam or spoof target 
communications through RF monitoring that can turn the tables and intervene. 

 Cell-Based Monitoring. To keep an eye on specific zones, whether borders, airports, harbors, train 
stations, high risk areas, military complexes, buildings, sporting events or any public gathering, 
trovicor’s Cell-Based Monitoring lets agents zero in on cells and micro-cells in mobile networks. 
This solution collects all communications content and metadata in a designated area, and enables 
the user to conduct analytics based on specific speech patterns or parties involved. Criminals or 
terrorists lurking on the fringe of or mingling with a crowd are revealed as connected when they 
speak or message, and singled out for rapid response action. 

 Passive Voice Interception. This unique capability can capture all voice — not just IP voice using 
DPI — but every word that transits a fixed wireline or mobile network, both domestically and 
internationally. “Passive” means that the solution operates independent of the network to avoid 
detection. The system comes with its own embedded analytics suite, and can also integrated with 
the trovicor Monitoring Center and Intelligence Platform detailed analysis. Alternately, the data 
may be routed to trovicor’s Data Retention system for cataloguing, filing and subsequent analysis. 
When agents are listening in real time to targets en route to a crime, that is the work of trovicor 
Passive Voice Interception. 

 OSINT – for Public or Restricted Social Sites. Terrorists don’t always cooperate by operating on 
publicly-known social media sites and instead opt for Dark Web choices. The trovicor Social 
Network Crawler can find them wherever they might lurk for a chat, be it on a public or secret 
social site. Based on the chosen search mechanism – social ID, keyword, trend of specific social 
media site – the Crawler proceeds via automated process to find the target and his/her affiliates 
all the way to the Deep or Dark Webs. As often as not, the solution will find previously 
unrecognized players for monitoring, and learn their backgrounds, relationships and plans with 
others.  Crawler can also geo-locate the targets. This is a third party solution likely from Gamma 
Group/FinFisher, which also supplies trovicor on another important front: Offensive Cyber. 

 Offensive Cyber Investigation Solutions. trovicor is the “new kid on the block” with offensive 
cyber tools — including Zero Days, malware and non-malware endpoint attack capabilities 
provided by the Gamma Group/FinFisher. Anything FinFisher can do, trovicor can also, from social 
engineering and phishing to gain access to a target device, to grabbing all content, stored files, 
monitoring all voice and data communications in real time, and even taking control of the device. 
As with data captured by other trovicor modules, intelligence collected by the company’s Cyber 
Investigation Solutions integrate with the Monitoring Center, adding fresh insights. 



 Interception Monitoring Center – for Mobile (Mostly). With wireline telecom rapidly fading from 
view, the vast majority of lawful intercepts target mobile networks. trovicor’s dedicated solution 
for this big niche is the Interception Monitoring, designed to keep a close eye on any and all mobile 
communications: GSM, GPRS, UMTS, CDMA, WCDMA, WLAN, WiMAX and everyone’s beacon, LTE. 
Just in case, the company throws in wireline network interception from both public switched 
telephone (PSTN) and cable networks. As an “active” solution designed to interconnect with lawful 
intercept software in networks, the Interception Monitoring Center is fully tested and operational 
with hundreds of physical switches as well as the virtual variety — Session Border Controllers and 
Media Gateways. Guess what it integrates with? Next up. 

 Monitoring Center. The trovicor Monitoring Center serves as the meeting point for intelligence 
gathered by other modules. The Center provides a single platform and central hub for collecting, 
collating and connecting evidence from each source — including from trovicor’s new partner 
Gamma Group/FinFisher or other third parties. Centralization of data means users have one 
convenient place to upload and hear captured voice calls, or view metadata, files, images and 
video. The digital equivalent of the human medula oblongata, the Monitoring Center is a facilitator 
for organising evidence, and the prime data source for the final step of Trovicor intelligence 
process. 

 Intelligence Platform. Formerly known as the Fusion Center, the Intelligence Platform provides 
the best of two complimentary world: Real Time Predictive Analytics (RTPA) and Visualisation. 
Pulling huge volumes of data from the Monitoring Center, the Intelligence Platform filters, applies 
statistical analysis to and scores data to instantly determine the significance of intelligence and 
accurately intuit the immediate future of a potential high-risk scenario. Where classic RTPA ends, 
however, trovicor’s Intelligence Platform goes into rocket mode displaying RTPA’s findings with 
true artistry: stunning visualisation that is ingenious for its simplicity. With a crime or potential 
terrorist attack, agents and analysis don’t have the luxury of time to ponder. The platform’s 
graphics make the next step clear — whether to act at once, or go on hold and wait. The patterns 
in trovicor’s visualisation tell all. 

As a combination of proven and new solutions that accelerate response to threats, leveraging nearly 
every tool in the book, trovicor in many ways stands alone. The company’s longevity is testament to its 
success in winning and sustaining client relationships. It’s no mystery why: trovicor defines the term 
“end-to-end” solutions. 

Insider Surveillance rating for trovicor: 5 Stars. 
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